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THE PLANE PROBLEM OF MICROPOLAR THERMOELASTICITY

W. N O W A C K I (WARSZAWA)

1, Introduction

In this paper we shall be concerned with the plane states of strain and stress produced
in an elastic micropolar (Cosserat) medium by the action of temperature.

We confine ourselves to the problem of stationary flow of heat.
However, prior to discussing the plane problem, we shall dwell briefly on the general

state of stress in a micropolar body.
The action of temperature gives rise in the body to displacements u(x, /) and rotations

cp(x, t). The state of strain of the body is described by two asymmetric tensors: the strain
tensor yJt and the curvature-twist tensor tcji. Both tensors are connected with the quanti-
ties u and cp by the relations [1-3]

(1.1) yjt = Ut,j—Gkjt<Pk» Kji — <Pt,]> i,j,k= 1,2,3.

The state of stress is characterized by two asymmetric tensors. The tensor of force stresses
Cji and of couple-stresses /.<,-;. They are connected with the tensors yji, xjt and o);, /uji
by the constitutive equations [4]

aJt = (n+a) yJt+Qi -• a) yu + (Xykk - vO) d,j

Pji = (y + e) ty+(y ~ £)«« + Pxkk du» '. J. k = 1,2,3.

The above equations should be regarded as Duhamel-Neumann equations extended to
a micropolar body. In the relations (1.2) the symbols fj, and X are Lame's costants, while
a, /S, y, e denote other material constants. We have v = (3X-\-2ju)x-t where a, stands for
the coefficient of thermal expansion. Substituting Eqs. (1.2) and (1.1) into the equations
of equilibrium

(1.3) oJU = 0, elJkoJk+pjij = 0, /,./, k = 1, 2, 3 ,

we obtain a system of equations in displacements and rotations, namely

—a)graddivu + 2arottp = vgradO,
(1.4)

y — e)graddiv<p—4a«p+2arotu = 0, V2 — -5 5—
OXi OXi

The term d representing the increase of temperature (the increase with respect to the tem-
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perature of the body in its natural state) may be determined from the equation of heat
conduction

W

(1.5) V20=--f.
/to

Here the symbol W denotes the quantity of heat produced per unit time and volume while
Xo is the coefficient of heat conduction. Equations (1.4) and (1.5) should be supplemented
by boundary conditions. We write them in the form

Pi = OjiWy = 0 , m; = ftjlMj — 0 i

0 8n

(1.6)

xsA.

The first two conditions refer to the absence of loading (forces and moments) on the sur-
face A bounding the body. The symbol 00 denotes here the temperature of the medium sur-
rouding the considered body. Ao and Zx denote, respectively, the coefficients of internal
and external heat conduction.

2. The Plane State of Strain

In the plane state of strain all causes and effects depend on two variables only. Assuming
that the displacements and rotations do not depend on the variable x3, we have

(2.1) U = ( W I ,M 2 , 0 ) , <p = (0, 0, c>3),

where uL,u2, q>i are functions of the variables xux2.
In accordance with the definition (1.1) we obtain for the plane state of strain the follow-

ing components of the tensors yji and xJt:

(2.2)
721 =

The remaining values yn and xji are equal to zero. From the relations (1.2) we get

(2 3) °11

(2.4) o s

(y-e)« / 3 , 7 = 1,2.

Here ykk = yn+y22. The state of stress cty and the state of couple-stress nn are character-
ized by the matrices

0 0 fiu

0 0 ^ 2 3 .

i«31 Hl2 0

The equations of equilibrium (1.3) for the plane state of strain are reduced to three equa-
tions, namely

G\(fn-\-d2(f2i = 0 ,

{.^•JJ ^\^\2"\"O2O22 = U ,

= 0.

a2i

0

On

O"22

0

0
0

°33

U S
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Eliminating the stresses from Eqs. (2.5) and taking into consideration Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3)
we arrive at the following set of three equations:

(2.6) (/i+a)V?M2+(,M+A-a)52e-2a31?)3 = v82

[(y + £)Vx
2-4a]<p3 + 2a(d1M2-32M1) = 0.

We have

In the polar coordinate system we deal with the following vectors of displacements and
rotations:

(2.7) u = («„ HS, 0), <p = (0 0, <pz).

In this system we have

,„ Q-. , , 1x72 •* vt*r i . ,* . * *"^ ^yz

where

2 _ 52 1 5 I S 2 1 8 U H ,

In the one-dimensional problem, for space, semi-space and an elastic layer, i.e. ux =
= Wî Cj), u2 = 0, only one equation remains from the set (2.6)

In the case of axi-symmetric deformations, the system of Eqs. (2.8) reduces to the following
one:

r71F~ r2rr~"'Tr'
Evidently, Eqs. (2.9) and (2.10) coincide with the equations of classical thermoelasticity

for the case of one-dimensional problems. The stress tensor ai{ is symmetric, the couple-
stress tensor yt,^ is equal to zero.

Let us introduce in Eqs. (2.6) the vector

(2.11) C = i - ro tu-cp .

or
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Equations (2.6) now take the form

(2.12)

= 0.

The solution of this system of equations will be composed of two parts

The primed functions are particular solutions of non-homogeneous Eqs. (2.12) while the
functions with a double prime stand for the general solutions of homogeneous Eqs. (2.12).
Introducing (2.13) into (2.12) we obtain

(2.14)

and

A*V?«i'+(A+M)ai«"-2«aa:i' - 0,

(2.15) Atfjuj+(*+/*) V+2<tói : j ' = 0,

Thus we arrived at Eqs. (2.14) identical with equations of classical thermoelasticity [5].

The condition £3 = 0 leads to the relation 953 = -=(dlu1—d2u[) which holds in the classi-
. ' -Li

cal theory of thermoelasticity. The condition (2.14)3 will be satisfied if we assume the
displacements u[-, u2 J n t h e form

(2.16) a l - 8 i < P , u'2 = d20.

Substituting (2.16) into Eqs. (2.14),>2 we obtain after integration the Poisson equation
for the function 0:

The function # is the particular integral of the system of Eqs. (2.14), and by the same,
is the particular integral of differential Eqs. (2.12)

The primed stresses and strains can be expressed with the help of function 0 in the
following way:
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In the case of an infinite region the function 0 is given by the formula

where

For a bounded region we have to solve Eq. (2.17) with the boundary condition 0 = 0.
Thus we have to solve only the system of Eqs. (2.15) which refers to the isother-

mal problem (0 = 0). This is a typical boundary problem of the theory of elasticity of
micropolar medium. If we assume the boundary to be free of loading, we may write the
boundary conditions for the system of equations in the form

(2.20) (a'ji+a'j'dnj = 0 , /ufa = 0 , i,j = 1 , 2 .

Thus, the displacements u", u'i and the rotation 993' being known, we can determine the
stresses a'jt and /J,'/ from Eqs. (2.3) (obviously we have to set there 0 = 0),

Let us return to Eqs. (2.15). Differentiating the second with respect to xlt the first with
respect to x2 and subtracting the results.we obtain

With the help of this relation we reduce the system of Eqs. (2.15) to the form

4/j.oc

or, in the operator form

(2.23)

where
1 +^32W2 +£-33^3 — 0 ,

1.3 =

2 5 L27, =

1/31 — U > ^ 3 2 — U > "^33 "

We now introduce the functions Q1,Q2,Qs connected with the displacements ii'i',u2

and the rotation f 3' by the relations

(2.24) M2' =

i n
^ 2 1

i 3 1

1 13

X?2 L 2 3

^ 3 ^ 3 3

Ci =

L12 Q

Performing the operations in (2.24) and introducing the new notation

f2 = (/2V2
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we arrive at the relations

(2.25) u>2> =

Introducing (2.25) into Eqs. (2.23), we obtain the following differential equations for
the functions ipi,ip2,ips-

(2.26) VjVfvx-O, V?V?V2 = 0, Vj(/2V?-l)v3 - 0 .

The derived representation (2.25) for the displacements M" , 1/2' and the rotation £3' in
terms of the stress functions flf ip2, ip3, can be regarded as a generalization of the Galer-
kin functions to the two-dimensional micropolar elasticity.

The procedure leading to the solution of the thermoelastic problem by means of the
stress functions ip1} ip2, f3 is the following. We assume the particular solution in the form
(2.16), determine the thermoelastic displacement potential 0 and then the stresses a'ji,
p'ji from the formulae (2.18). In general this solution satisfies only a part of the boundary
conditions. The additional solutions u['t u2 , £3' are taken in the form (2.25). Then we solve
the system of Eqs. (2.26) taking into account the boundary conditions. Finally the stresses
are obtained by superposition

(2.27) ctjt =

3. The Stress Functions for the Thermoelastic Problem

Let us return to the formulae (2.2). It is readily observed that the quantities appearing
in these formulae are connected by means of the relations

i— 82yn— KU = 0 , d1y22—

23 32«i3 = 0

which can also be written in the form

(3.2) y

82Kl3 = 0 .

These are the compatibility equations for the two-dimensional problem of micropolar
medium.

Solving Eqs. (2.3) for the strains yJt and xJ3 (i,j = 1, 2, 3), we have
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\ K+,22)J + -jcj^g.,.1
)J

( * + a n ) + - ^ fai—o1^) •

(3.3) (3i-3f)(ff12+ff-.i) + -(V?(<r12-

yi\ = 4

Introducing the above relations into the compatibility equations we arrive at the follow-
ing three equations in stresses:

In the case of the isothermal problem (0 = 0) the above equations are reduced to those
deduced by H. SCHAEFER [6].

We now introduce the stress functions F and lF and connect them with the stresses by
the relations [7]

an = 81F-8&W, 022 =

(3.4) ai2 = -d1d2F~B\W, <rM =

Substituting relations (3.4) into Eqs. (2.5) we find that they are identically satisfied. Sub-
stituting, in turn, (3.4) into the compatibility equations (3.3)1|2 we obtain

(3 5)

vKi-PviyF = 0,
where

_

The functions fand W are not independent. They are connected by the relations (3.2)1>2.
Consequently, we obtain

-d , ( l - / 2 V*)y =A82V
2

1F+B826,

(3.6) \ J

, (Wfi)(y + e)
4(A + ) '

We have still to give the boundary conditions for Eqs. (3.5). We assume the boundary
s to be free of loading. This condition in expressed by the equations

(3.7) 0^/2,= 0, ^ 3 ^ = 0, .7 = 1,2, xes,
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which, if expressed in W and F, lead to the following ones:

(3.8') -*-{d2F-8,W) = 0, --(d.F+d^^O, ^ - 0 .

The quantities <f/«fe and djdn are the derivatives along the boundary s and along the normal
to this boundary.

The boundary equations may be written in the form

0.8") fU0, 4Ł.+ »-0, f = 0. .
We take the solutions of Eqs. (3.5) in the form

(3.9) F'mF + F", !F = li>' + W" .

Here F' is the particular solution of the equation

(3.10) V?V?F' + 2/unVi0 = 0, SP* = 0.

It may easily be verified that the functions F' and W lead to the symmetric stress tensor

(3.11) • • • o'jt^a'u^-BAF'+tyVlF', pJ, = O.

The stress function F' is the particular solution for Hooke's medium and, at the same
time, the particular solution of the equations of classical thermoelasticity.

The particular integral F' can also be assumed in such a way that the Poisson equation
is satisfied, with an arbitrary boundary Condition, e.g. F' = 0.

(3.10') ViF'+2jnmO = 0

Assuming W = 0 we satisfy relations (3.6), for

It is further readily observed that there exists a relation between the function F' and
the thermoelastic displacement potential 0, namely F' = —2/A<I>.

The functions F", W" should satisfy the equations

(3.12) • , V?V?F"==0,

(3.13) V?(l-/ 2 V?) ' iP"=0

with the boundary conditions

(3.14) (frjt+oftyO, f*'jśnj = O, i,j = 1,2.'

Furthermore, the following relations should hold:

82(l-PVl)W" = Ad^lF".
Thus we succeeded in proving, in general, that for the plane state of strain the solution
of the thermoelastic problem consists of two parts

a) the particular solution of non-homogeneous equations of classical thermoelasticity
and : . ' . . . . .
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b) the general solution of homogeneoxis differential equations of micropolar elasticity
(with 0 = 0)

In the particular case of one-dimensional problem {ux ^ 0, w2 = 0) or the two-dimen-
sional axisymmetric problem {ut ^ 0, u9 = 0) it is sufficient to have only the solution a).

Let us return once more to the system (3.5) with the homogeneous boundary conditions
(3.8"). Consider the state of stress in an infinitely long cylinder heated on the side surface.
Assuming the absence of sources, the temperature satisfies the Laplace equation. In this
case Eqs. (3.5) and the boundary conditions are homogeneous. The solution of the system
is trivial, i.e.

F s O , f e O • ' '

only when the temperature 0 is constant. Only under this assumption the additional rela-
tions (3.6) are satisfied. .

Thus, we find that for 0 = const the stress functions F and W in a simply-connected
cylinder vanish, which leads to the zero values of tfn, (tn,dn, cf2i,^n, /^n> /^23>^2- The
only non-vanishing stress is CT33, given by the formula

(3.16) <r33 = Ayit — v6 = -

All other temperature fields satisfying the Laplace equation lead to non-vanishing stresses.

4. Elastic Semi-space under the Action of Temperature Distributed over the Boundary

Consider the elastic semi-space Xi > 0 heated in the plane x{ — 0 to the temperature
/(x2). We assume that this plane is free of stress and hence, for x, = 0 we have

To determine the stresses we apply the exponential Fourier transform
oo

g(xu O = —]= J £(*i> X2)e'Sx2dx2,

(4-2)

First we determine the temperature 0(xu x2) solving the Laplace equation

(4.3) Vf<9 = 0

with the boundary condition

(4.4) 0(0,x2)=f{x2) ••

and the regularity condition at infinity.' Making use of the Fourier transform we express
the temperature in the form of the integral

•14.5)

0
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where

To determine the state of stress we introduce the functions F, ^considered in the preceding
section. Set

(4.6) F

where F', *P' are particular solutions of the system of Eqs. (3.5).
Let us assume that W = 0 and that the function F' satisfies the differential equation

(4.7) Vf F'+2fimO = 0

with the boundary condition

(4.8) F = 0 for xi = 0,

and the regularity condition for Ijcf+jc2| -• °o-
Applying the exponential Fourier transform we have

00 „

(4.9) F'(Xl,x ^ f ?

From the formulae (3.11) we determine the stresses connected with the function F':

oo

OO

a'22 = _ _ ^ L f f(C) (2-
V2% JV2%

(4.10)
OO

ria=di! - - Ł J /(o (l-

The functions F " , iP" should satisfy the equations

(4.11) V j V f F " = O , V j O ^

with the boundary conditions

(4.12) a'u + an = 0, ffi2+ffii = 0, ^'x', = 0 for xt = 0.

Applying the exponential Fourier transform to Eqs. (4.11) and taking into account the
regularity conditions at infinity we arrive at the integrals

(4.12') F"(xu xi) = - i - f
K27E
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(4.13)

•L W2

The quantities M, N, C and D are to be determined by means of the boundary conditions
(4.12) and the relations (3.6). The boundary conditions (4.12) in terms of the functions
F", W" take the form

(4.14)

The first boundary condition leads to the result M ~ 0. The last yields the relation

Finally the condition- (4.11) for the Fourier transform has the form

ISfc+oftl^o = \wmf(.l-Cxi)e-Cx>+iCF" + ?W'\Xl=o = 0,

and leads to the relation

/ : \
(4.15) /j,imf+iNC2+CC2 1 - — = 0 .

\ el
We still have to satisfy Eqs. (3.15). In the transformed form they are

pfliCai-e2)*" =

-i£,i\d\-Q2yP" = AC^i-c2)/".

Introducing li^", / " into these equations we obtain the relation

C = 2iNC2A.

Thus, we determine the quantities C, D, M and N:

Here

Hence, we obtain the stress functions F", W" in terms of the Fourier integrals

oo

f
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We still have to find the total stresses by means of the formulae (3.4). We have here

11 / - I J Vs / I - M S I A J A \

urn r - F / 1 \ 2,4f2 1
CT22= - 4 = r j /(/"li - X . f l l '

(4.19) .)>

Qe~QXl) J

]/2TC ^ ^o

Consider now the normal stresses

a

We have

(4.20) ff33 = -

In the particular case of the Hookean body we set in the stresses a = 0 (whence I2 -> 0,
e->f, /!<>-> 1). It is readily observed that in this case the stresses c u , <ria, cr2i, <Xn,/h3>
P23,ftiuf*n vanish. Only the stress cj3 remains different from zero. These results agree
with the well known. I. N. Muskhelishvili theorem [8].

For the stress ai3 we have

In the case of the micropolar body the stresses are in principle different from zero, except
for the case of constant temperature.
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Let us now calculate the stress a22 on the boundary of the semi-space. We have

(4.22) <r22(0, Xi) = - ^
l / 2 '

Assuming that the quantity I//2 is very small as compared with unity we expand Q into
an infinite series. Taking only two terms of this expansion we obtain

Thus, we have

where

Assume that the distribution of temperature on the boundary x, = 0 is given by the
expression

(4.23) 0(0, x2) = Q0[H{x2-c)-H(x2 + c)],

where H(z) is the Heaviside function. Over the infinite strip \x2\ ̂  c, — oo < x3 < oo
there acts the temperature 00, while for \x2\ > c, —CXJ < x3 < oo we have 0 = 0. The
formula (4.22) takes the form

AumaOn C Csinfr
c22(0,x2) = - -^~ J T J - T ^

0

This integral can be solved, namely we obtain

| -e- f c ch( /cx 2 ) , x2<c,
(4.24)

5. Action of Heat Sources in the Elastic Semi-space

Suppose that at the point (x[, 0) of the elastic semi-space xt^0 there acts a stationary
heat source with intensity W(Xi, x2) == WaS(x1—x'1)d(x2). We assume that on the plane
Xi = 0 bounding the semispace, the temperature is zero and the stresses vanish. The
boundary conditions of our problem are the following:

(5.1) ° = °> ffn=°> <*i2 = 0> Mi3 = 0.

The solution of the heat-conduction equation

W
(5.2) y*e**-Y-
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with the boundary condition (5.1) and the regularity condition at |*?+*2l -> oo, yields

the expression

where

The particular solution F' is taken to be the solution of the equation

(5.4) V ? V ? F + 2 / U » J V ? 0 = O

with the boundary conditions

f' = 0, Vff" = 0

and the regularity condition for [xf+jci] -> oo. It can be represented in the form of a double
Fourier integral [5]

CO OO

(5.5) F> - • £ / / ^ ^

where

Knowing the function F' we determine the stresses from the formula (3.11). Thus we
obtain

oo oo

, ^ 4 * f f ^sin^xi .
n=d\F =-—rJ J 2 + ' • smrjx^osCx2drjdC =2 +

K

cru-cral-a1aaJF = - —

On the boundary ^ = 0 we have a'n = ct'22 = 0 but a'n ^ 0. The tangential stress a'n on
the boundary xx = 0 can be represented in the form of the integral

oo

(5.7) a'12(0, x2) = — - e~:*»si
n J

To remove the stresses on the plane xt = 0 we have to add to the state a'Jt, /j,'^ the state
of stress a'j[, fi'/i determined by the functions F", W". Thus we have to solve the system
of homogeneous equations

(5.8) V\V\F" = 0, V*( l - / 2 V?)y" m 0
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with the boundary conditions

(5.9) ffn+ff'u=0, tfi»+al'a-0, Ms - 0 f°r * i « 0 ,

and the regularity conditions at infinity.
We take the solution of the differential Eqs. (5.8) in the form of Fourier integrals

00

(5.10) F" = / (M+NCx1)e~^cosCx2dC,
o

CO

(5.11) W" =

-(w-i-f
where

It is evident that the boundary condition /J,'^ = 0 for xx = 0 leads to the relation

(5.12) CC+QD = O.

The condition (5.9)i is satisfied when M = 0. The second boundary condition in terms
of the functions F", lF",

yields the relation

(5.13)

We now make use of the conditions (3.15). Substituting into them the functions F", yP"
we arrive at only one relation, namely

(5.14) C = 2?AN.

Thus, we obtain

(5.15) c=

where

We have therefore determined all quantities required for the calculation of the stresses
a'/i, fi'/i. From the formulae (3.4) we find

OO .

Y * — I f v i 0—^-lt .
11 1 —— . I •Ar i U C ^~^

o
oo ,

7T J Zln
0

2 Arch. Mech. Stos. nr 1/70
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a['2 = _ M
7i

(5.16)

r W
— £x\ , , _Z_ 0—QXt I

V /J
21 TC J Ao

o

oo

A*is = — r ~
0 ^ °

Observe that the singularities appear only in the stresses o^. The stresses cr,'j, fx'/i are regu-
lar functions in the considered semi-space. The singularities of the stresses a'^ are identi-
cal with those in the Hookean body.

We obtain the latter by setting a = 0 and Q = f, Ao = 1. Introducing these values into
the integrals (5.16) we can represent the stresses a'/i for the Hookean body in the closed
form

^

(5.17)
/ / / / -<».A j A2 / 2 / 2 2\
12 — ^21 — ~̂  4 v 2 ~1"" 1 ' 1/ '

7Tr2

For the micropolar body the asymmetry of the stress tensor appears in the additional
solution needed to remove the stresses in the plane xx = 0. Observe finally that the stresses
<«i3; /*23) ^3i , f*32 are regular functions.

6. Plane State of Stress

Consider a cylinder with generators parallel to the ;c3-axis and the bases in the planes
Xi = ±h. This cylinder will be called plate if its height 2/j is small as compared with
the linear dimensions of the cross-section. Assume that the side surface of the cylinder
is loaded by the forces p and moments m, where

(6.1) p s (pi,Pa,0), m = (0,0,m3).

We further asssume that the loadings p l t p2 and the moment m3 are distributed symmetri-
cally with respect to the middle plane x3 = 0.
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Suppose that the plate is also acted on by the body forces X and the moments body Y, i.e.

(6.2) X = (XuX20), Y « ( 0 , 0 , r s ) ,

also symmetric with respect to the middle plane. Furthermore, we assume that there acts
in the plate the temperature d(xl>x2,xi) distributed symmetrically with respect to the
plane x3 — 0.

Under the action of these loadings there exists in the plate a state of stress, in general
spatial. There occur all components of the state of stress oj,, (j,jt as functions of xx, x2, x3.
We assume that the planes x3 = ±.h are free of stress, i.e.

(6.3) <r33 = <r31 — <r32 = 0, /t33 = nM = (i32 = 0 for x3 = ±h.

Consider the first three equations of equilibrium

(6.4) d^n+d^^+d^+Xi = 0,

= 0 .

In view of the symmetric distribution of the body forces Xt, X2 and the forces pu p2 with
respect to the middle plane, the stresses an,a22,al2 and a2l are symmetric and cr31, a32

antisymmetric with respect to this plane. The stress cr33 is a symmetric function of x3 and
therefore c,3 and c23 are antisymmetric with respect to the variable JC3. On the basis of
the remaining equilibrium equations

= 0,

(6.5) ff31 — cr13 + dx nn + d2n22 + 83fJ,32 = 0,

= 0

we find that in view of the antisymmetry of the stresses ff23, c32, c3i, tfi3 with respect to
the plane x3 = 0 the stresses //,n, ^21 > fin and \x22 are antisymmetric and the stresses \ii\, foi
symmetric with respect to this plane. In view of the symmetry of the stresses a12, a2l and
the symmetry of the body moment Y3 with respect to the middle plane x3 — 0, it follows
from the last equation (6.5) that ,«13, i«23 are symmetric and the stress ,a33 antisymmetric
with respect to the plane x3 = 0.

Let us integrate over the thickness of the plate the first two equations of the group (6.4)
and the last Eq. (6.5)

h

h

-h
h

2*
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Observe that
h

j d3a3vdx3 = o3v(xu x2,±h) = 0, v = 1, 2,
-h

h

J 83/j,33dx3 — l*33(xu x2,±h) = 0 .
h
J

-h

The above integrals vanish in view of the boundary conditions (6.3). Equation (6.6) can
be represented in the form

(6.7)

Here, the quantities
I, It

o%(xu Xi) = -xr- J a%(xu x2, x3)dx3, X*(xi,x2) =-^jr J Xv(xu x2, x3)dx3,
-h -h

h h

-h -h

are mean values of the stresses a^, /j,t3,v,fj,= 1, 2, the body forces Xp and the body mo-
ments Y3 along the thickness of the plate. We arrived at a system of three equilibrium
equations, in which the mean values of the stresses depend on the variables xx and x2 only.

Let us integrate the third Eq. (6.4) and the first Eqs. (6.5) along the thickness of the
plate. We obtain

810*3+820*3 = °»

(6.8) tf!5-<rUVU«i = 0,

0*1-0*2+81/1*2+82/42 = 0.

We have used here the boundary conditions (6.3), for

h

J <93ftv(*i, x2, x3)dx3 = p3v(xi- x2,±h) = 0,J
-h

h

j 83o33dx3 = cr33(xi, Xi,±h) = 0 .
-h

Equations (6.8) are identically satisfied in view of the antisymmetry of the functions

°"l3. 031. ^23. 031, i"ll» y«21> /*22> /"l2- T h u s

13 — 1̂ 23 — o-32 — a 3 1 — /J,n — /ąx = [xl2 = JX22 = U.

We do not make an appreciable error by assuming that the stresses tf13, a3u a31, o23, a33

and pu, /.i22, /i12} JJ,21 are very small as compared with an, a22, al2, a2U /j,13> fi32, fi3x, p,23.
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This assumption is the better, the smaller the height of the plate as compared with the
other linear dimensions of the plate.

Thus, in the thin plate the state of stress is approximately described by the tensors

(6.9)
0

a*u 0

0 0

0 0
0 0

0

This state of stress will be called the generalized plane state of stress of the Cosserat
medium. The state of displacements and rotations in the plate can be described by the
mean values of the vectors

(6.10)

where

u* = {uf,ut,0), <p*3=(0,0)9>3*).

h

"*(*n Xi) = "2^- j «/{Xi, x2> Xi) dx3,
-h

u X2) =
2/2

%• (xu x2, 7 = 1 , 2 , 3 .
- f t

Assuming the symmetry of the functions Pi,p2,m2 and the functions XUX2, Y3 with respect
to the middle plane x3 = 0 the displacement w3 and the rotations <pi, <p2 vanish on this
plane and are antisymmetric with respect to it. Hence uf = <pf = CJ? = 0. Observe, how-
ever, that the quantity 33M3 is symmetric with respect to this plane and the quantity

7 * 3 -
-h

is different from zero.
Thus, we obtain a state of strain of the plate, described by the tensors

(6.11) Y* = y*i r*
o o

0
0
0

0
0
0

^*
0

We now proceed to the constitutive relations (1.2). Averaging the stresses over the thick-
ness 2h yields

(6.12)

(6.13)

where

(6.14)

f*fi = = 1,2,3,

ft

, X2) = - r r - O (Xi, X2, X3) rfx3 .
- A
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Let us first determine the quantity y*3 from the condition <r*3 = 0,

Taking into account (6.15) and the matrices (6.9) and (6.11) we obtain the constitutive
relations

(6-16) o*22 =

0*2 =

i"*3 = (y + £) «*3 ! ,«*3 = (}' + £)

^3* = (y - e)»*3 > M*2 = ( 7 - e)»*3 •

Let us introduce the relations (6.16) into the equilibrium equations (6.7), making use
of the formulae

y*i =
(6.17)

Then we arrive at the system of differential equations in displacements and rotations

(6.18) (JJ,+a) Vf uf+/3032e*

[(y+e)Vf-4a]^+2a(S1«2*-52«f;+F i* ==0,

where

Here, also, the particular solution of the system of equations can be taken in the form

(6.20) u'1* = d1&, u'2* = 820, (p'3* = 0.

We obtain a solution identical with that of classical thermoelasticity.
In the plane state of stress there exists also a representation of stresses by the functions

F, W. As in Sec. 3 of this paper we have to introduce the stresses (6.16) into the compati-
bility Eqs. (3.2).

Below we shall present a different procedure for deriving the differential equations for
the functions F and lF, analogous to Eqs. (3.5) of the plane state of strain.

Let us contract the first two Eqs. (6.18). We obtain

+ d^-Vd2X* = 2/umWle .
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In the relation (6.16) we have

Introducing this expression into (6.21) and making use of the representation by the functions
F and W,

(6.22) a*2= -d^F-BlV, <&

we reduce Eq. (6.21) to the form

(6.23) V | V ^ + - f ^ # £ ( W + W ) + "W+W a,V*0 = 0.

Let us now differentiate Eq. (6.18)2 with respect to Xj and Eq. (6.18X with respect to x2

and subtract the results; then

(6.24) n & f d f ) ^ V l f

Applying the operator Vj to Eq. (6.18)3 and making use of Eq. (6.24), we obtain

(6.25) i i

where

The functions F and !Zy are not independent. The equations

(6.26) diy*i — d2yfi—n*i = 0, <9iy*2—52yf2—«*3 = 0 .

following from the relations (6.17) yield after having expressed strains by stresses, the
following relations connecting the functions F and W:

-S iCl -JM)!? = Ad2VlF+B82d*,
(6.27)

82(l-PVl)¥ = A81V
2
1F+Bdz9* .

Here

(A+^)(y+£)
^(3A+2/i) '

The differential equations for the function F and relations of the type (6.27) differ in the
two states, the plane state of strain and the plane state of stress, only in the values of the
coefficients. It can also easily be proved that in the case of the plane state of stress we obtain
the boundary conditions analogous to (3.8). Namely we have
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where

A - - / Pt(s)ds, ft = /p?(s)ds,

h

-h

In the particular case of the action of the temperature field only 0*(xi, x2), we have to
solve the system of equations

(6.29) VMF+ P&+2,*

(6.30) V?(1-/ZV?:

with the homogeneous boundary conditions

8F 8W 8F
(6.31) fln

- o . " l - o .
0«

Further, the relations (6.27) have to be satisfied.
The temperature 0* appearing in the constitutive equations and in Eq. (6.29) is deter-

mined from the heat conduction equation

(6 32) (82-\-82-\-82)0(x x x) = — ^Xl'X2'x^'

Let us now integrate the above equation over the thickness of the plate. We obtain

h ft
• i r i M • 1

(6.33) (Sl+8\)ir
—h —h

Introducing the functions
h h

0*(xu X2) = ~ J BdXi, W* = ±r J Wdx3,
-h -h

and bearing in mind the conditions of heat exchange on the planes x3 =

86
dx, X3=—h

where Xt is the external heat conduction coefficient and •& the temperature of the surround-
ings, we reduce Eq. (6.33) to the form

(6.34)

where

w*
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If the planes x3 = ±h are thermally insulated, A] = 0, s0 = 0 and for 0* we obtain the
Poisson equation

(6.35) V?0*= - \ ~ -

Consider the particular case of the simply-connected plate, free of external loadings
(pl= p2 — m3 = 0, X^ — X2 = F3 = 0) but heated symmetrically with respect to the
plane x3 = 0. Further, assume that there are no heat sources in the plate and the planes
x3 = ±_h are thermally insulated.

The trivial solution of Eqs. (6.29), (6.30), the boundary conditions (6.31) and the rela-
tions (6.27)

(6.36) f s O !F = 0

is possible only when d* = const. The solution (6.36) implies zero values of all stresses.
In the case of other solutions of the homogeneous Eq. (6.34) than 6* = const, the values
of stresses are different from zero.
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S t r e s z c z e n i e

PŁASKI PROBLEM W MIKROPOLARNEJ TERMOSPRĘŻYSTOŚCI

W niniejszej pracy podano podstawowe związki i równania różniczkowe dla płaskiego zagadnienia
termosprężystości w ośrodku mikropolarnym. Podano równania różniczkowe tak w przemieszczeniach
i obrotach jak i w funkcjach naprężeń.

Z równań wynika, że każde rozwiązanie może być złożone z rozwiązania szczególnego, identycznego
w swej postaci z rozwiązaniem w ośrodku Hooke'a, oraz z rozwiązania ogólnego jednorodnego układu
równań różniczkowych, wpisanych dla ośrodka mikropolarnego, rozpatrywanego w stanie izotermicznym.

Podano wreszcie dwa przykłady szczególne, obrazujące naprężenia termiczne, występujące w półprze-
strzeni sprężystej wskutek ogrzania jej brzegu i działania źródła ciepła w jej obszarze.
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P e 3 io M e

3A,n;A^A B MHKPOnOJIHPHOfł TEPMOynPyrOCTH

B HacTOJimeft pa6oi'e flaioTCjr ocHOBHtie cooTHomeHHH H flucfjcpepeiiniiaJiMiMe ypaBrieiii-m p,nn njioc-
KOH 3aaatiH TepMoynpyrocTH B MHKponojiapHOH cpefle. flaioicH flH4)(l)CPeHHHajiIlHbie ypaBuciiim, TaK
B nepeMemeHHnx H BpameiiHfix, Kai< H B (j'yHKqiiHx HanpHWCHnii.

H3 paccy>i<fleHHH CJieflyeT3 MTO Bcnnoe pemenne MO>KCT 6biTB cocTaBJieHO na nacnioro
HffeHTHtiHoro BHfla, Kai< qaraHoe pemenne B cpefle ryi<a3 H H3 oSmero pemem-m oflnopoflHoti
flH(|)4)epeHu;HaJibHbix ypaBneiniiij 3anncaHHbix ^jin MHKponoJiapHoii cpefltr paccMaTpiiBaeMoii H iiao-
XepMHieCKOM COCTOHHHH.

flaioTca naKOHei( flBa îacTHbix npniviepaj npeflCTaBUHiomiie TepMimecKne nanpn>KeHH>i, BMCTyna-
lomae B ynpyroM noJiynpocTparicrae BCJieflcTBiie narpeBa ero rpainmti II fleftciBiwi
B ero o6jiacTH.
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